Your cloud solution partner
As a cloud enabler, BBD aims to accelerate your business through services that take
advantage of the increased agility, functionality, security, scalability and business
continuity that the cloud offers.
As a Microsoft Azure Gold Certified Partner, AWS Advanced Consulting, Well-Architected
and a CloudFront Global Content Delivery Network Partner, BBD is cloud agnostic. This
means that we assess the requirements around each business environment and establish
which solutions would be best suited, rather than trying to fit the environment to a
packaged solution.
We don’t resell cloud services, we shape business in the cloud.

Migration / Rehost
We can immediately start leveraging the agility and scale of the cloud by migrating
existing applications. This lift-and-shift technique can be for either a part or a whole
application and can be completed with minimal application disruption.
Already in the cloud? We can seamlessly move your current workload to a newer, more
optimally placed region or a different public cloud provider altogether.

Replatform
Without changing the core architecture of an application, we are able to make cloud-centric
optimisations to capitalise on the operational cost savings while migrating it to the cloud.
These optimisations also work as application improvements.

Rearchitect
By redesigning legacy applications as cloud native, they inherit cloud characteristics that
quickly makes them highly available, highly-scalable and cost-effective. This more
complex service allows an organisation to more easily add capacity and manage service
costs.

Managed cloud service
Run by a dedicated unit within BBD, our managed cloud services unit assists with the
management of your workload components, specifically within AWS environments,
ensuring your cloud setup is optimised and cost effective. We manage the cloud for all
types of businesses, ranging from small operations to large enterprises. Realised as three
distinct packages, these services are available for every kind of cloud environment with
every kind of budget.

Get in touch
If you'd like to engage with us, we'd love to hear from you
info@bbdsoftware.com

www.bbdsoftware.com

